
Accessing high-quality images on Tempo products has never been easier! We have 
completely revamped our Image Bank to make it load faster and be more user friendly and 
intuitive. The Tempo Image Bank is a handy repository for Tempo sales representatives, 
distribution partners, customers, or anyone looking for official images of the latest and  
greatest from Tempo! 

Click Here to explore the new Image Bank! 

You want catalogs? We’ve got catalogs!! In fact, we now have a number of Tempo catalogs to 
choose from to make accessing the products you care about easier than ever. Of course, for 
those who like a little heft in their catalogs, we have our Comprehensive Tempo catalog – our 
biggest and boldest collection of all things Tempo!

So, whatever your preference, we’ve got you covered. You can access digital, interactive 
versions of our catalogs. You can also download PDFs of them, including print-ready versions.  
 
We are encouraging the use of the digital versions to save paper and keep content as 
up-to-date as possible. Please contact your Tempo sales representative for more information. 

We also have pared down versions based on our various product families:

Win the battle of the tight spaces with super strong and flexible PushRods and GloRods, 
now available from Tempo! Tempo has officially launched its versatile line of PushRods 
and GloRods to make working with wires and cables in tight spaces as easy as possible. 

These non-conductive, fiberglass rods are perfect for installing and working with wires in 
ceilings and insulated walls, under flexible carpeting and raised floors, in attics and crawl 
spaces, and more! Their high strength and flexible handle turns easily without breaking. 

Designed for maximum versatility, threaded ferrules make it possible to customize rod 
length to any job, making it easier to handle any wiring. GloRods provide a handy 
glow-in-the-dark feature for added convenience in dark spaces.

Our Tempo Insider Facebook Group has turned ONE! Happy Birthday to the Tempo Insider 
Group and thanks to all of the members who continue to support us and engage with us 
each week. 

We love interacting with our Tempo Insiders each Tuesday at 1pm PDT during our 
Facebook Live events. It’s a great way to learn about the latest Tempo products,  
tips and tricks, and anything else Tempo related. We also give away tools and swag 
to group members who join the events and engage with us (i.e., ask questions). 

In May 2021, Tempo officially launched AirScout® Mobility solutions for wireless network testing 
of 4G, 5G, Wi-Fi, TETRA, P25, and other technologies. This flexible solution can be used for both 
outdoor drive testing as well as in-building networks. It is designed for network technicians and 
RF engineers who need to perform network optimization and report performance metrics.

AirScout® Mobility conveniently and seamlessly tackles three challenges facing the today’s 
tower technician: current solutions offer hardware locked solutions, require extensive training, 
and comprise an expensive upgrade path for new phones or technologies. The latest 
mobility-oriented offerings from Tempo build on the AirScout® portfolio which has already gained 
a reputation for reliable speed testing for Wi-Fi and Ethernet applications.

AirScout® Mobility utilizes an innovative cloud-based licensing and app configuration to deliver 
a testing cellular solution that goes beyond others on the market in terms of flexibility, 
performance, scalability, and ease of use. With Tempo’s AirScout® Mobility, users receive a 
“floating” license which allows it to be used on any Android-based phone, as long as the app is 
loaded. Cloud-based licensing also makes remote control functionality possible. As a result, the 
test can be performed by any network optimization engineer remotely, while the local 
technicians perform the walkthrough. 

Additionally, upgrade paths are controlled through app updates via the Cloud with no cost to 
the user. This essentially means that all future phone firmware updates as well as technology 
updates (e.g., 4G to 5G) will be supported at no cost to the user.    

 “AirScout® Mobility offers exclusive advantages over any other performance tester in the 
market,” said Roger Paje, Vice President of Wireless Solutions with Tempo Communications.  
“It has the industry’s simplest hardware, the industry’s most cost effective and flexible  
cloud-based licensing plan, and the industry’s only remote-control drive test features. The bottom 
line is it makes performance testing easier, faster and more cost effective than any other solution 
available today.”

*AirScout Mobility is only available in select markets.  
Please contact your regional sales manager to confirm product availability in your area.
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• Fiber catalog
• Ethernet & Wi-Fi catalog
• Copper Telecom catalog

• On June 1st, Tempo’s Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/TempoComms)  
   page surpassed the 30,000 follower mark!
• Our Tempo Insider Group now has more than 6,200 members!

• Irrigation & Location catalog
• Hand Tools catalog
• Distributor catalog 

To join the Tempo Insider Group

Also, be sure to follow Tempo on Instagram

Here are some recent social media highlights:

TIMES
Q2 2021Tempo Communications Quarterly Newsletter

Q2 2021Tempo Communications Quarterly Newsletter

If there is a topic you’d like covered, please send your ideas to 
troy.anderson@tempocom.com
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